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A fiber in an infinite graph is an equivalence class of rays whereby two rays
belong to the same fiber whenever each is contained in an n-neighborhood of the
other for some n<. As this relation is a refinement of end-equivalence, it is of
interest when applied to one-ended graphs, in particular to the class Ga, a* of one-
ended, 3-connected, planar graphs whose valences and covalences are finite and at
least a and at least a*, respectively. Any path in a graph in G4, 4 that uses at most
w 12 (\*( f )&2)x edges of any incident face f (whose covalence is \*( f )) is shown to
be the unique geodetic path joining its end-vertices. From this is deduced that every
edge lies on a geodetic double ray, proving a conjecture of Bonnington, Imrich, and
Seifter except in the presence of 3-valent vertices or 3-covalent faces. If all valences
are at least 4 and all covalences are at least 6, then all Petrie walks are geodetic
double rays. Basic questions concerning geodetic fibers (i.e., that contain a geodetic
ray) in the graphs in Ga, a* are resolved, namely: (1) how many are there and (2)
are they of finite, countable, or uncountable type, i.e., is every set S of geodetic rays
in the fiber that is maximal subject to no two rays in S containing a common subray
finite, countable, or uncountable (respectively)? A representative result is that
graphs in G4, 6 _ G5, 4 contain uncountably many geodetic fibers of finite type;
furthermore, every geodetic fiber in these graphs contains at most three pairwise-
disjoint geodetic rays, revealing an underlying tree-like structure when growth is
exponential. In this vein, it is shown that graphs in G4, 5 _ G5, 4 admit no nonidentity
bounded automorphism.  1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
How many geodetic rays does a graph contain, and how many geodetic
rays lie in each other’s neighborhoods? In this paper a complete answer is
provided in the case of the class G4, 4 of 1-ended, planar, 3-connected graphs
all of whose valences and covalences are finite and at least 4. No conditions
are imposed with regard to transitivity.
Following this short section on preliminaries, Section 2 by way of
motivation presents four examples of graphs possessing most of the above
properties in order to demonstrate the basic notions and illustrate the
variety of possible answers to the opening question.
Section 3 introduces a presentation of an embedding of a locally finite
planar graph, which we will name ‘‘Bilinski map,’’ that will turn out to be
an extremely useful tool in proving most of the subsequent results.
The main result of Section 4 is that a path in G4, 4 that includes at most
w 12 (\*( f )&2x edges incident with any face f whose covalence is \*( f ) is
the unique geodetic path joining its end-vertices. Consequences of this
theorem include some other sufficient conditions for rays and double rays
to be geodetic. An affirmative answer will be given in all but some special
cases to a conjecture by Bonnington, Imrich, and Seifter [BoISe].
In Section 5, we study the number and types of the geodetic fibers (i.e.,
equivalence classes of geodetic rays with respect to the Hausdorff metric)
in these graphs.
Section 6 concludes this paper with some remarks of an intuitive nature
and some ‘‘exercises’’ for the interested reader.
Graphs and their subgraphs, including paths and circuits, will be
indicated by capital Latin letters. We will apply the terms ‘‘path’’ and
‘‘circuit’’ to what are often called an ‘‘elementary path’’ and an ‘‘elementary
circuit.’’ The graphs we consider may be finite or infinite. For a graph X,
the symbols VX, EX, and AutX will denote, respectively, the vertex set, the
edge set and the automorphism group of X. A ray is a one-way infinite
path, and a double ray is a two-way infinite path. From this point on,
however, a path will be understood to have finite length, and |P| will
denote the length of a path P. If P is a path or a ray or a double ray and
v, w # VP, then P[v, w] denotes the subpath of P that joins v and w. If P
is a ray and w # VP, then P[w, ) denotes the subray of P emanating from w.
If U/VX, then (U) denotes the subgraph of X induced by U.
The valence of a vertex v # VX will be denoted by \(v). When all valences
are finite, then X is said to be locally finite; when \(v)=n for all v # VX,
we say that X is n-valent.
By Whitney’s Theorem [Wh] and its extension to infinite graphs (viz.
[I] or [T]), the cyclic orderings of the edges around the vertices of a
3-connected planar graph X are unique (up to the simultaneous reversal of
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all orderings) in all planar embeddings of X. In this case the set FX of faces
resulting from a planar embedding is determined by X itself rather than by
the particular embedding selected. The covalence \*( f ) of a face f # FX
is the number of edges (or vertices) incident with f. Analogously, X is
n-covalent when \*( f )=n for all f # FX.
The notion of an ‘‘end’’ as formulated by Halin [H] is based on the
notion that two rays are end-equivalent if there exists another ray whose
intersection with each of them is infinite. An end is an equivalence class of
rays with respect to this equivalence relation. In particular, a graph is
1-ended if the deletion of any finite subgraph leaves exactly one infinite
component.
For y, y$ # VX, the distance between y and y$ will be denoted by d( y, y$).
We generalize this notation to the distance between subgraphs Y, Y$X
when X is connected:
d(Y, Y$) :=min[d( y, y$) : y # Y; y$ # Y$].
If Y has but one vertex y, we may write d( y, Y$). For any nonnegative
integer n, the n-neighborhood of Y is the set
Nn(Y ) :=[v # VX : d(v, Y)n].
The Hausdorff distance between Y and Y$ is defined to be
dHsdf (Y, Y$) :=min[n : VYNn(Y$) and VY$Nn(Y )].
If this minimum does not exist, we define dHsdf (Y, Y$) :=.
Hausdorff distance is readily seen to be a metric on the set of subgraphs
of X. In particular, for rays P and Q, we write PtQ if dHsdf (P, Q)<,
and we say that P and Q are equivalent. When X is locally finite, t is an
equivalence relation on the set of rays of X, and the equivalence classes
of rays with respect to t will be called the fibers of X. For basic facts
concerning fibers the reader is referred to [JN] (where they are called
‘‘d-fibers’’). Since the relation t is a refinement of the relation of
end-equivalence, t is especially useful in describing the structure of
1-ended graphs.
If y, y$ # VY, the distance between these vertices within the subgraph Y
is denoted by dY ( y, y$). A path or ray or double ray P is said to be
geodetic if d(v, w)=dP(v, w) for all v, w # VP. A geodetic fiber is a fiber that
contains at least one geodetic ray. A geodetic fiber F is of finite, countable,
or uncountable type if every maximal set S of geodetic rays in F such
that no two rays in S contain a common subray is, respectively, finite,
countable, or uncountable.
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The following two results will be needed occasionally below:
Proposition 1.1 [Wa, Lemma 3.2]. Let X be a locally finite, connected
graph, let P be a geodetic ray in X, and let y # VX"VP. Then there exists a
geodetic ray emanating from y of the form S _ P$, where P$ is a subray of
P and S is a geodetic yP-path.
Proposition 1.2 [Wa, Theorem 3.3]. Given any two geodetic rays P
and Q that belong to distinct ends of a locally finite, connected graph X,
there exists a geodetic double ray in X that contains both a subray of P and
a subray of Q.
Remark. Using Proposition 1.1, we immediately obtain that if some
maximal set S of geodetic rays in a fiber F such that no two members of
S contain a common subray is finite (respectively, countable, uncoun-
table), then the same holds for any such maximal set in F. Thus every
geodetic fiber is of exactly one of these three types. In particular, if some
vertex is the initial vertex of only finitely many geodetic rays belonging to
a given fiber F, then F is of finite type.
The symbol Z will denote the set of integers; the symbol N will denote
the subset of the positive integers. Finally, the following notational
convention will save much verbiage in the ensuing sections:
Notation. We designate by Ga, a* the class of all 1-ended, 3-connected,
planar graphs X such that a\(v)< for all v # VX and a*\*( f )<
for all f # FX.
2. EXAMPLES
Example 2.1. Let X1 be the graph in G3, 4 shown in Fig. 1a. There are
basically only two kinds of geodetic rays in X1 , depending upon whether
the ray contains infinitely many or finitely many vertical edges. In the
former case it must contain a vertical subray that points upward (as P1
does) or a vertical subray that points downward. That vertical ray must be
contained in the central vertical line of the figure, the one that races by
twice as fast as the other vertical lines. Thus the geodetic rays containing
infinitely many vertical edges belong to either of exactly two geodetic
fibers, both of finite type.
The geodetic rays that contain only finitely many vertical edges clearly
contain a horizontal subray, which may point to the right (as does P2) or
to the left. Any two such right-pointing subrays belong to the same fiber.
From each vertex emanates a geodetic ray that joins up eventually with
each of the countably many right-pointing horizontal rays.
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Fig. 1. Examples.
Summary. X1 contains exactly four geodetic fibers; two are of finite
type and two are of countable type.
Example 2.2. X2 is the familiar rectangular lattice shown in Fig. 1b.
Thus X # G4, 4 . Clearly in any geodetic ray, all the horizontal edges must
point in the same direction (right or left) and the same holds for all the
vertical edges (up or down). Again there are two kinds of geodetic rays
in X2 . One kind contains finitely many vertical edges or finitely many
horizontal edges, in which case it contains a subray all of whose edges
point in the same one of four directions. Like P2 in the previous example,
such a ray belongs to a fiber of countable type.
On the other hand, consider the geodetic ray P3 which contains countably
many instances of a horizontal edge immediately followed by a vertical
edge. An equivalent geodetic ray is obtainable in the following uncountably
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many ways: for any subset of these instances, one may replace these two
edges by the two shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1b.
Summary. X2 contains uncountably many geodetic fibers; four are of
countable type and the rest are of uncountable type.
Example 2.3. X3 is the member of G3, 5 shown in Fig. 1c. This graph
may be imagined as embedded in the cartesian plane where for all n, k # Z,
the horizontal edges are the segments [(n, k2&n), (n+1, k2&n)] and the
vertical edges are the segments [(n, k2&n), (n, (k+1) 2&n)]. All geodetic
rays contain only finitely many vertical edges. The planar dual graph of X3
is a binary tree with some additional edges that connect vertices at
the same level, and X3 also has tree-like properties such as containing
uncountably many geodetic fibers.
Summary. All the uncountably many geodetic fibers in X3 are of finite
type.
Example 2.4. X4 is the 5-valent, 5-covalent tessellation of the hyper-
bolic plane indicated in Fig. 1d. Consider geodetic rays P5 and P6 that
emanate from x0 and meet only at every fourth vertex x1 , x2 , ... . There are
uncountably many equivalent rays that emanate from x0 and contain
exactly one of P5[xn&1 , xn] or P6[xn&1 , xn] for each n # N. Since each
vertex is the initial vertex of exactly five pairs of ‘‘defining rays’’ such as P5
and P6 , there are countably many geodetic fibers formed in this way. By
Proposition 1.1, given any geodetic ray P, there exist countably many
geodetic rays that contain a subray of P.
Any ray that includes no more than one edge from any face will be seen
to be geodetic (Corollary 4.3) and to belong to a fiber of finite type
(Theorem 5.3). It is clear from the figure that each vertex x # VX4 is the
root of five binary trees formed by the rays of this kind emanating from x,
no two of which are equivalent. Thus there are uncountably many such
fibers. There also exist uncountably many geodetic rays that contain no
subray fitting either of the above two descriptions. The reader can verify
that they, too, belong to fibers of finite type.
Summary. X4 admits countably many geodetic fibers of uncountable
type and uncountably many geodetic fibers of finite type.
3. BILINSKI MAPS
The following elementary technical lemma will be needed several times in
this section.
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Lemma 3.1. No finite planar graph has either of the following sets of
properties:
(a) All of its vertices not incident with the exterior face are at least
4-valent; all vertices incident with the exterior face are at least 3-valent with
at most two 2-valent exceptions; all interior faces are at least 4-covalent with
at most one 3-covalent exception.
(b) All of its vertices not incident with the exterior face are at least
4-valent; all vertices incident with the exterior face are at least 3-valent with
at most four 2-valent exceptions; all faces are at least 4-covalent and at least
one face is at least 5-covalent.
Proof. We prove only that the conditions in (a) are impossible. The
proof for (b) is similar and left to the reader. Suppose some graph satisfy-
ing (a) has &0 vertices, &1 edges, and &2 faces. Let p denote the covalence
of its exterior face. By counting the edges in two ways, we obtain
&1
1
2
[4(&0& p)+3( p&2)+4]=2&0&
p
2
&1
&1
1
2
[4(&2&2)+ p+3]=2&2+
p
2
&
5
2
which when added and subjected to Euler’s formula give
02(&0&&1+&2)& 72=
1
2 ,
proving that such a graph cannot exist. K
Bilinski [Bi] devised an $sthetic and easily understood method of present-
ing locally finite planar maps that has been used extensively in papers by
B. Gru nbaum, especially in his book coauthored with G. C. Shephard
[Gru S]. This presentation, which we will name a ‘‘Bilinski map,’’ will be
indispensible for our arguments in the succeeding sections. While reading
the following definition, note that Fig. 1d is drawn in the form of a Bilinski
map.
Definition and Notation. Let X be an infinite, locally finite, 1-ended,
planar, 3-connected graph, and let x # VX. X may be regarded as the
underlying graph of a Bilinski map M in the light of the following notation:
U0=[x]; x will be called the center of M.
F1 is the set of faces incident with x.
For r1, Ur is the set of those vertices not in Ur&1 that are incident
with a face in Fr .
For r1, Fr+1 is the set of faces not in Fr that are incident with a vertex
in Ur .
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A Bilinski map will be said to have Property B if for each r1, the
subgraph (Ur) is a circuit and every vertex in Ur has at most one
neighbor in Ur&1. It follows that in a Bilinski map with Property B every
vertex y # Ur has exactly two neighbors in Ur and \( y)&2 or \( y)&3
neighbors in Ur+1 . Moreover, when all valences are at least 4, all but two
or three of the edges incident with a face in Fr are edges of (Ur). The
graph X will be said to have Property B if for any x # VX the Bilinski map
of which X is the underlying graph and whose center is x has Property B.
By an (r, s)-edge where s=r or r+1, we will mean an edge incident with
one face in Fr and another face in Fs .
Theorem 3.2. All graphs in G4, 4 satisfy Property B.
Proof. Let X # G4, 4 , and let x # VX denote the center of a Bilinski map
of X. For r1, let A(r) denote the proposition that (Ur) is a circuit and
that every vertex in Ur has at most one neighbor in Ur&1.
Clearly (U1) contains a circuit C such that x is the only vertex in its
interior. Suppose that (U1) also contains the (2,2)-edge [v, w]. Let S
denote the vw-subpath of C such that the circuit S _ [v, w] does not con-
tain x in its interior. Let Y be the subgraph consisting of this circuit
together with its interior. All the faces of Y except perhaps its exterior face
are at least 4-covalent, and only v and w may be 2-valent in Y. By Lemma
3.1(a), Y cannot exist, proving A(1).
To continue the proof by induction, for some r1 assume that A( j)
holds for 1 jr.
We deduce first the second clause in the conjunctive statement A(r+1).
Suppose that z # Ur+1 has distinct neighbors v, w # Ur . Let T denote the
vw-path [v, z] _ [z, w]. Since (Ur) is a circuit, we may let S denote the
vw-path in (Ur) all of whose edges are (r, r+1)-edges and such that x is
in the exterior of the circuit S _ T. Let Y denote the subgraph of X consist-
ing of S _ T together with its interior. Since X is 1-ended, Y is finite. We
may assume without loss of generality that v and w are chosen so that Y
contains no zUr-edge other than the two edges in T.
A nonterminal vertex of S exists, for if S had just one edge, then S _ T
would bound a 3-covalent face of X. So the exterior face of Y is at least
4-covalent (in Y ). Furthermore, since all valences in X are at least 4 and
by the induction hypothesis, every nonterminal vertex of S must be at least
3-valent in Y. Since S _ T is the boundary of the exterior face of Y, Lemma
3.1(a) implies that all three of v, w and z are 2-valent in Y. Hence there
exists a face f # Fr+1 incident with edges [v, z] and [z, w], and \*( f )>4.
Form the finite graph Y$ by adjoining to Y a new edge joining z to a vertex
incident with f but different from v or w, thus partitioning f into two faces,
at least one of which is at least 4-covalent while the other, if 3-covalent,
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would be the only 3-covalent face of Y$. This contradicts Lemma 3.1(a)
(applied to Y$). Thus each vertex in Ur+1 has at most one neighbor in Ur .
Again let z # Ur+1 . If z is incident with no (r+1, r+1)-edge, then it is
incident with a face f # Fr+1 and two edges e1 and e2 that are incident with
f. By the preceding paragraph, the only other possibility is that z is joined
to Ur by a unique (r+1, r+1)-edge which lies on the boundaries of faces
f1 , f2 # Fr+1. In this case, let ei denote the other edge incident with both
z and fi (i=1, 2). We next show that in either case, e1 and e2 are the only
edges that join z to another vertex in Ur+1 . For suppose that e3 , distinct
from e1 and e2 , joins z to z$ # Ur+1. We construct a zz$-path S in
(Ur _ Ur+1) in the following way. Let f, f $ be faces in Fr+1 incident with
z and with z$, respectively. From z, proceed around f to Ur and then along
(Ur) to f $, then around f $ until z$ is attained. (If f and f $ are adjacent, the
‘‘detour’’ to Ur is omitted.) The directions around f and f $ and these faces
themselves are chosen so that x, f, and f $ all lie outside of the circuit
Z :=S _ e3 . (Here we are using the assumptions that (Ur) is a circuit and
that all covalences are finite. See Fig. 2.) Now let the subgraph Y consist
of Z together with its interior. There are at most four candidates for 2-
valent vertices in Y, namely z, z$, and the two terminal vertices of S & (Ur)
(labeled y and y$ in Fig. 2). When more than two of these vertices are
2-valent in Y, then the exterior face of Y is at least 5-covalent. Because X
is 1-ended, Y is finite. Hence by Lemma 3.1, Y cannot exist. We have
shown that every vertex in Ur+1 has exactly two neighbors in Ur+1 .
We now know that (Ur+1) is the disjoint union of one or more circuits.
To complete the inductive proof it remains only to show that (Ur+1) is
connected. If (Ur+1) were not connected, then this subgraph with its
inherited embedding would partition the plane into at least three regions.
Since X is 1-ended, exactly one of these regions contains an infinite sub-
graph of X. Since covalences are finite and (Ur+1) separates x from Uj
Fig. 2. Proof of Theorem 3.2.
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for all j>r+1, there is a region containing the finite subgraph ri=0 Ui .
Hence there is another region which, together with its boundary (one of
the components of (Ur+1) ), contains a finite component W of
(i=r+1 Ur). Since every vertex on the exterior face of W is adjacent in
X to at most one vertex not in W (namely in Ur), each of these vertices is
at least 3-valent in W. But by Lemma 3.1(a), W cannot exist. Hence
(Ur+1) is connected. K
By [BoIWa, Theorem 2.3] every locally finite, 1-ended, almost-transitive,
biconnected planar graph has bounded covalences in every planar embedding.
(A graph is almost-transitive if its automorphism group induces only
finitely many orbits.) Hence Theorem 3.2 applies to such graphs if they are
3-connected and have all valences and covalences at least 4.
4. GEODETIC RAYS
Given a Bilinski map and vertices v, w # Ur , their distance in the
subgraph (Ur) will be denoted briefly by dr(v, w). The next result is
central to this paper.
Theorem 4.1. Let X # G4, 4 and let P :=P[x, y] be any path in X with
the property that for any face f, the number of edges incident with f that lie
on P is at most w 12 (\*( f )&2)x. Then P is the unique geodetic path joining
x and y.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, X satisfies Property B. Let P satisfy the hypo-
thesis, and let Q :=Q[x, y] be an arbitrary xy-path such that Q{P. We
must show that |Q|>|P|. It may be assumed that P and Q are internally
disjoint; otherwise we merely consider an appropriate subpath of P. While
Q is not subject to the inequality which restricts the behavior of P, it will
nonetheless be assumed that for any face f of X, Q uses at most w 12\*( f )x
edges that are incident with f ; otherwise Q could be shortened by replacing
them with the complementary set of edges incident with f.
Consider x to be the center of a Bilinski map of which X is the underly-
ing graph. Let VP=[x=v0 , v1 , ..., vm= y] be indexed in the usual manner.
Thus v1 # U1 . The vertex v2 may belong to U1 only if it is incident with a
face in F1 of covalence at least 6; otherwise v2 # U2 . Suppose for some j
that vj # Ur and vj+1 # Ur+1. Then vj+i # Ur+1 only if 1i
w 12 (\*( f )&2)x where f is the face incident with vj , vj+1 , ..., vj+i ; if i>
w 12 (\*( f )&2x , then vj+i # Ur+h for some h2 by Property B. It makes
sense, therefore, to let vj[r] denote the vertex of P with largest index that
belongs to Ur . [To facilitate readability we henceforth employ the notation
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vj[r] instead of the more familiar secondary subscript vjr .] In particular, we
have y=rj[R] for some R # N. Similarly let VQ=[x=w0 , w1 , ..., wn= y].
We let wk[r] denote the vertex of Q with largest index that belongs to Ur .
We will show by induction that for 1rR,
|P[x, vj[r]]|<|Q[x, wk[r]]|+dr(vj[r] , wk[r]). (4.1)
Clearly w1 # U1 . It is immediate from the hypothesis that (4.1) holds when
r=1.
At this point we interrupt the induction proof in order to prove a
technical lemma needed both to complete the present proof and in the
proofs of some of the ensuing corollaries. The situation described in its
statement is indicated by Fig. 3.
Lemma 4.2. Let r1, let s1 , s2 be distinct vertices in Ur , and let
t1 , t2 # Ur+1 be such that [s1 , t1], [s2 , t2] # EX. Let Sr+1 be a shortest
t1 t2 -path in (Ur+1) , and let Sr be the s1s2 -path in (Ur) such that some
face in Fr+1 is incident with edges in both Sr and Sr+1. Then
|Sr+1 ||Sr |. (4.2)
Furthermore, if equality holds, then every face that is incident with an edge
of Sr is 4-covalent and every nonterminal vertex of Sr is 4-valent.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. If s is a nonterminal vertex of Sr that has at least
two neighbors in Ur+1 , then s is incident with a face in Fr+1 that is
incident with no edge of Sr but at least two edges of Sr+1. This holds in
particular if \(s)5. Now let f be a face of covalence at least 5 that is
incident with an edge of Sr . If f # Fr , then f is incident with a nonterminal
vertex of Sr that has at least two neighbors in Sr+1. If f # Fr+1 , then while
f is incident with exactly one edge of Sr , f is incident with at least two
edges of Sr+1 . We now add up the edge-contributions to Sr and Sr+1 by
Fig. 3. Conditions of Lemma 4.2.
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Fig. 4. The two cases in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
all the faces in Fr+1 that contribute at least one edge to Sr+1 , and the
lemma follows. K
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 is that for any v, w # Ur , the
length of a shortest vw-path in (i=r Ui) is simply dr(u, v). Resuming the
induction argument of the theorem, let r1 and assume that (4.1) holds
for r.
Case 1: dr+1(wk[r]+1 , vj[r]+1)dr+1(wk[r]+1 , vj[r+1]). (See Fig. 4a.)
As we apply (4.2) to deduce (4.1) for r+1, substitute vj[r] , wk[r] ,
vj[r]+1 , wk[r]+1 for s1 , s2 , t1 , t2 , respectively, and let Sr and Sr+1 be
understood in the light of these substitutions. Then
|Q[x, wk[r+1]]|+dr+1(wk[r+1] , vj[r+1])
|Q[x, wk[r]]|+1+|Sr+1 |+dr+1(vj[r]+1 , vj[r+1])
|Q[x, wk[r]]|+|Sr |+1+dr+1(vj[r]+1 , vj[r+1])
>|P[x, vj[r]]|+1+dr+1(vj[r]+1 , vj[r+1])
=|P[x, vj[r+1]]|.
Case 2: dr+1(wk[r]+1 , vj[r+1])<dr+1(wk[r]+1 , vj[r]+1). There exists a
unique face f # Fr+1 of covalence at least 6 whose boundary contains
P[vj[r] , vj[r+1]]. Let s1 # Ur and t1 # Ur+1 so that the edge [s1 , t1] is
incident with f but is not in P (see Fig. 4(b)). (Possibly s1=vj[r] .) As we
apply (4.2) to deduce (4.1) for r+1, substitute wk[r] and wk[r]+1 for s2 and
t2 , respectively, and again let Sr and Sr+1 be understood in the light of
these substitutions. Note first that by the hypothesis,
dr+1(t1 , vj[r+1])|P[vj[r] , vj[r+1]]|. (4.3)
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Then, using (4.3), (4.2), and the induction hypothesis,
|Q[x, wk[r+1]]|+dr+1(wk[r+1] , vj[r+1])
|Q[x, wk[r]]|+1+|Sr+1 |+dr+1(t1 , vj[r+1])
|Q[x, wk[r]]|+1+|Sr |+|P[vj[r] , vj[r+1]]|
>|P[x, vj[r] ]|+|P[vj[r] , vj[r+1] ]|
=|P[x, vj[r+1]]|.
The proof of (4.1) is now complete.
Since y=vj[R]=wk[R] , it follows from (4.1) that |P[x, y]|<|Q[x, y]
as required. K
The vertex- and edge-transitive, 5-valent, 5-covalent graph indicated in
Fig. 1d shows that the upper bound of w 12 (\*( f )&2)x cannot be raised to
W 12 (\*( f )&2)X. There exists an xy-path of length 6 that satisfies the higher
bound; it uses the first four edges of P6 , one edge of P5 , and one edge from
(U3) . However, d(x, y)=5. Similar counterexamples are obtainable by
using the m-valent, n-covalent, 1-ended, planar graph for any m4 and
any odd n5.
Corollary 4.3. Let X # G4, 4 and let P be any ray or double ray in X
with the property that for any face f, the number of edges incident with f that
lie on P is at most w 12 (\*( f )&2)x. Then P is geodetic.
Proof. If P were not geodetic, then P would contain a path P0 that is
not geodetic. But by Theorem 4.1, P0 is a geodetic path. K
Definition. A path or ray or double ray P in a 3-connected planar
graph X will be called shy if P is incident with at most one edge of any face
of X (that is, P turns aside when next to a new face). Clearly if X # G4, 4 and
P is shy, then P is geodetic by Theorem 4.1 or Corollary 4.3.
Corollary 4.4. If X # G4, 4 , then every edge of X lies on a geodetic
double ray.
Proof. Let e # EX; say e=[x, y]. Regard X as the underlying graph of
a Bilinski map with center x. Since \(x)4, there exists another edge e$
incident with x but such that e and e$ are incident with no common face.
By Theorem 3.2, there exists a double ray D passing through e and e$
which is the union of two rays emanating from x each of which contains
exactly one vertex from Ur for each r0. By Lemma 4.2, no face is incident
with edges from both of these two rays. Thus D is shy and therefore
geodetic. K
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Bonnington et al. [BoISe, Conjecture 3.3] conjectured that every edge of
a 1-ended, vertex-transitive, planar graph X lies on a geodetic double ray.
By [BoIWa, Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3] these graphs are precisely the
vertex-transitive members of G3, 3 . They prove their conjecture in the case
that X is bipartite [BoISe, Theorem 3.2] and credit C. Thomassen for a
proof when X is a 3-valent graph. Corollary 4.4 proves this conjecture
except when some valence or covalence in X equals 3 and in the more
general case of no transitivity assumption. The conjecture fails even for
almost-transitive graphs in G3, 3 "G4, 4 ; consider the graph obtained by
inserting one vertex in the interior of each face of the infinite triangular
tessellation of the plane and then joining each new vertex by an edge to
each of the three vertices incident with the face in which it lies.
A walk in a 3-connected, planar graph is a Petrie walk if every two con-
secutive edges are incident with a common face but no three consecutive
edges have this property [C, pp. 24 and 32]. The following result is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.5. If X # G4, 6 , then all Petrie walks in X are geodetic
double rays.
The edge-symbol of an edge e of a planar, 3-connected graph is a 4-tuple
(\0 , \1 ; \0* , \1*) whose first two terms denote the valences of the two
vertices incident with e and the last two terms denote the covalences of the
two faces incident with e. In an edge-transitive graph all edges clearly have
the same edge-symbol, which is called the edge-symbol of the graph.
Graver and Watkins [GraWa, Theorem 6.3] have characterized the Petrie
walks for all 1-ended, planar, biconnected, edge-transitive graphs and
determined them to be double rays except when, for some h6, the graph
has edge-symbol of the form (4, 4; 3, h) or dually (3, h; 4, 4), in which case
the Petrie walks are circuits of length 2h. The above corollary establishes
that the Petrie walks in an edge-transitive graph are geodetic double rays
whenever the edge-symbol majorizes (4, 4; 6, 6). The remaining cases are
left to the curious reader.
5. GEODETIC FIBERS
Suppose X # Ga, a* where a, a*4. When a=a*=4, then X may have
either quadratic or exponential growth; otherwise X has only exponential
growth, that is, if nk denotes the number of vertices at distance k from some
fixed vertex, then limk   aknk=0 for some a>1. The graphs considered
in this section will all have exponential growth.
Lemma 5.1. Let X # G4, 5 _ G5, 4 . Let P and Q be geodetic rays emanating
from the center of a Bilinski map of X. If dr(Ur & VP, Ur & VQ)>2 for
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some r>0, then P and Q are nonequivalent. Furthermore, some geodetic
double ray contains both a subray of P and a subray of Q.
Proof. It suffices to construct a geodetic double ray D with the described
property, for then clearly P and Q cannot be equivalent. To do this we
construct a multi-ended subgraph Y of X of which P and Q belong to distinct
ends. Then Proposition 1.2 yields a double ray D that contains subrays of
P and Q and is geodetic in Y. It will then remain only to show that D is
also a geodetic double ray with respect to the distance metric of X. The
construction of Y requires some preparation. We consider first the case
where X # G5, 4 .
Let us regard X as a Bilinski map with center x. We call an edge e
circumferencial if it joins two vertices of the same set Ur and radial
otherwise. For each r>0 and each vertex w # Ur , let Tw denote the smallest
subgraph of X containing all wUr$ -paths with r$>r that contain only radial
edges. (Note that the definition of Tw depends upon the choice of center x.)
Since X has Property B, Tw is a tree all of whose vertices (except perhaps
for w) are at least 3-valent in Tw .
For some r0>0 suppose that dr0(Ur 0 & VP, Ur0 & VQ)=dr 0(x1 , x2)3,
where x1 # Ur0 & VP and x2 # Ur0 & VQ. There exist then distinct
neighbors y1 and y2 of x1 and x2 , respectively, on some shortest x1x2-path
in (Ur 0). Finally, on the PQ-subpath of (Ur 0+1) that meets Ty1 , let u and
u$ be the vertices of Ty 1 nearest to Q and P, respectively. (See Fig. 5a.)
Since \( y1)5, we have u{u$.
We next show that P and Tu are disjoint. Assuming the contrary, choose
the least n such that some w # Ur0+n lies on P & Tu . Clearly, n>0. The
subpath P[x1 , w] contains exactly n radial edges and at least two circum-
ferencial edges (at least one to reach Tu$ and at least one more to reach Tu
from Tu$). Thus d(x1 , w)=dP(x1 , w)n+2. But [x1 , y1] _ Ty1[ y1 , w] is
an x1w-path of length n+1, a contradiction.
Fig. 5. The two cases in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
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The same argument applied to Q, Tu and Ty 2 shows that Q and Tu are
disjoint. The same construction yields a vertex u~ between P and Q on the
other arc of the circuit (Ur0+1) such that Tu~ is also disjoint from both P
and Q.
Let Du denote the double ray in Tu which is the union of the leftmost
and the rightmost subrays emanating from u. To show that Du is geodetic,
choose arbitrary t1 , t2 # VDu . We claim that no shortest t1 t2-path in X
contains any circumferencial edges. All vertices of Tu&u are at least 3-valent
in Tu and all faces of X are at least 4-covalent. This forces |Tu & Ur 0+n |
2n&1+1 to hold for all n>1. Therefore dX (t1 , t2)=dDu(t1 , t2), and so Du
is a geodetic double ray in X. In the same fashion a geodetic double ray
Du~ /Tu~ is obtained.
Let Y denote the induced subgraph
Y :=([VX"V(Tu _ Tu~ )] _ VDu _ VDu~ ).
Clearly P and Q are geodetic rays in Y. Since every PQ-path in Y meets
Ur for some rr0 , subrays of P and Q can be separated by a finite sub-
graph of Y. Hence P and Q belong to distinct ends of Y. Proposition 1.2
now yields a geodetic double ray D in Y containing a subray of P and a
subray of Q.
To prove that D is also geodetic in X, choose arbitrary p # VP and
q # VQ, and let S be a shortest pq-path in X. If S/Y, then dX ( p, q)=
dY ( p, q). Otherwise let us assume without loss of generality that S meets
Tu , and let t1 and t2 denote the first and last vertices, respectively, of
S & Tu as one proceeds along S from p to q. By the above construction,
t1 , t2 # VDu . Since Du is geodetic in X, S$ :=S[ p, t1] _ Du[t1 , t2] _
S[t2 , q] is a shortest pq-path in X. But also S$/Y. Thus D is a geodetic
double ray in X, completing the proof when X # G5, 4 .
If X # G4, 5 the proof follows the same line except that the separating trees
must be constructed more carefully. For v # Ur , let T $v denote the smallest
subgraph of X containing all uUr$ -paths with r$>r whose first two edges
(coming from u) as well as at least two of every three consecutive edges are
radial (see Fig. 5b). The remaining details are left to the reader. K
We will see in the course of the proof of Theorem 5.3 below that when
P satisfies the ‘‘floor condition,’’ then Pt% Q still holds even if dr(Ur & VP,
Ur & VQ)=2 for some r>0. The following result will be recognized as a
limited analogue for fibers of the second author’s result for ends (cf.
Proposition 1.2).
Theorem 5.2. Let X # G4, 5 _ G5, 4 . Assume that the covalences of X are
globally bounded. Then for any geodetic rays P and Q that belong to distinct
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fibers of X, there exists a geodetic double ray in X that contains both a
subray of P and a subray of Q.
Proof. Let us first consider the special case where P and Q emanate
from the same vertex x, and regard X as a Bilinski map with center x. If
no geodetic double ray contains subrays of P and of Q, then Lemma 5.1
implies dr(Ur & VP, Ur & VQ)2 for all r0. As noted following the
proof of Lemma 4.2, no geodetic UrUr-path contains a vertex of Ur+1.
Thus for all r, both Ur & VP and Ur & VQ are paths. Since P and Q are
geodetic rays and all valences or all covalences are at least 5, |P & (Ur) |
\*max&2 and |Q & (Ur) |\*max&2 where \*max denotes the largest
covalence in FX. Therefore, VP/N\*m a x(Q) and VQ/N\*m a x (P). Hence
dHsdf (P, Q)\*max , that is, PtQ.
The general case now follows by Proposition 1.1. K
We now show that the rays satisfying the special ‘‘floor condition’’ of
Theorem 4.1 belong to rather special fibers.
Theorem 5.3. Let X # G4, 5 _ G5, 4 , let P be a ray in X that emanates
from the vertex x, and let F be the fiber that contains P.
(a) Suppose that for any face f # FX, the number of edges incident
with f that lie on P is at most w 12 (\*( f )&2)x. Then either P is the unique
geodetic ray in F that emanates from x or there exists a geodetic ray Q # F
such that every geodetic ray in F emanating from x contains a subray of P
or a subray of Q.
(b) Suppose that for any face f # FX, the number of edges incident
with f that lie on P is at most w 12 (\*( f )&3)x. Then P is the unique geodetic
ray in F that emanates from x and every geodetic ray in F contains a
subray of P.
In both cases, F is of finite type.
Proof. We give a proof only in the case X # G5, 4 since, by the remarks
at the end of the proof of Lemma 5.1, the argument for X # G4, 5 is almost
the same. Let P # F be a ray that emanates from x and satisfies the condi-
tion in (a). By Corollary 4.3, P is geodetic. We regard X once again as
Bilinski map centered at x.
Suppose that Q is a geodetic ray in F that emanates from x. By Lemma
5.1, dr(Ur & VP, Ur & VQ)2 for all r # N. We first consider the case
where dr0(Ur0 & VP, Ur0 & VQ)=dr0(u0 , v0)=2 for some r0 # N and some
u0 # Ur0 & VP and v0 # Ur 0 & VQ. As indicated in Fig. 6a, we let y denote
the common neighbor of u0 and v0 on Ur 0 and let f, f $ # Fr 0+1 be incident
with [u0 , y] and [ y, v0], respectively. It is easy to check that P and Q may
be continued to Ur 0+1 in such a way that they are geodetic and that
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Fig. 6. The two cases in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
dr 0+1(Ur0+1 & VP, Ur0+1 & VQ)2 only if \( y)=5 and \*( f )=
\*( f )=4. Since P is permitted to contain at most one edge of any
4-covalent face, P contains no edge of (Ur 0+1) , while Q contains exactly
two such edges.
Let u1 and v1 denote the last vertices in Ur0+1 of P and of Q, respec-
tively. By the same argument, P and Q must proceed outward as indicated
in Fig. 6a. Let un and vn denote the last vertices in Ur0+n of P and of Q,
respectively. Since P and Q are geodetic rays,
d(x, un)=d(x, u0)+n and d(x, vn)=d(x, v0)+3n
for all n # N. Hence
d(x, v3)d(x, u3)+d(u3 , v3)=(d(x, u0)+3)+2.
On the other hand,
d(x, v3)=dQ(x, v3)=d(x, v0)+9d(x, u0)&d(u0 , v0)+9=d(x, u0)+7,
giving a contradiction. We have proved that dr(Ur & VP, Ur & VQ)1 for
all r # N.
By Theorem 4.1 either P=Q or P and Q share only an initial subpath.
In the latter case, for some r$ # N,
dr(Ur & VP, Ur & VQ)=1 if and only if rr$. (5.1)
It is easy to verify that in this case Q is uniquely determined by P and r$.
As indicated in Fig. 6b, for all rr$ the only way to continue Q geodeti-
cally from Ur to Ur+1 is to follow the rule, ‘‘walk around the face in
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Fr incident with P and Q until distance 1 on Ur+1 from P is attained.’’
Thus every geodetic ray in F emanating from x contains a subray of P or
a subray of Q. By the remark following Proposition 1.2, F is of finite type.
In order to prove (b), we show that if P satisfies the stronger assump-
tion, then the above choice of Q is ruled out. By the argument in part (a)
above, we may assume that (5.1) holds. Let f denote the face in Fr$ incident
with P and Q as indicated in Fig. 6b. (If P and Q were not incident with
a common face in Fr$ then dr$(Ur$ & VP, Ur$ & VQ)>1, contrary to (5.1).)
Since Q is geodetic, the number of edges on Q incident with f is at most
w 12\*( f )x. By the hypothesis, P contains at most w
1
2 (\*( f )&3)x edges
incident with f. Therefore, dr$(Ur$ & VP, Ur$ & VQ)\*( f )&w 12\*( f )x&
w 12 (\*( f )&3)x=2, contrary to (5.1). Therefore P is the unique geodetic
ray in F that emanates from x. Finally, Proposition 1.1 implies that every
geodetic ray equivalent to P contains a subray of P, and F is of finite
type. K
The following result confirms our findings in Example 2.4.
Corollary 5.4. Every graph in G4, 6 _ G5, 4 contains uncountably many
geodetic fibers of finite type.
Proof. Let us first assume X # G5, 4 . Fix any vertex v and consider the
tree Tv as constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Then all valences in
Tv&v are at least 3. Therefore Tv contains uncountably many rays with
initial vertex v. Because these rays are shy, they are all geodetic. By
Theorem 5.3, each of these rays belongs to a geodetic fiber of finite type
and each of these fibers contains a finite number of these rays. Hence X
contains uncountably many fibers of finite type.
If X # G4, 6 consider the tree T $v as constructed at the end of the proof of
Lemma 5.1 (see Fig. 5b). This tree contains uncountably many rays that
emanate from v. They are all geodetic by Corollary 4.3. The claim now
follows by the same argument as in the preceding paragraph. K
Corollary 5.5. Every geodetic fiber of a graph in G4, 5 _ G5, 4 contains
at most 3 pairwise-disjoint geodetic rays.
Proof. Let P1 , ..., Pn be a set of pairwise-disjoint and equivalent
geodetic rays. By Proposition 1.1 there exist geodetic rays Q1 , ..., Qn all
emanating from the same vertex x such that Qj contains a subray of Pj for
j=1, ..., n. Regarding the graph as the underlying graph of a Bilinski map
centered at x and applying Lemma 5.1 gives that dr(Ur & Qi , Ur & Qj)2
when 1i jn and for all r>0. Clearly this condition allows room for
at most three pairwise-disjoint geodetic rays Qi . K
Given any automorphism of a locally finite graph, it is easy to show that
either all of its orbits are finite (though they may be arbitrarily large) or
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all of its orbits are infinite. An automorphism ; of X is bounded if there
exists some M>0 such that d(v, ;(v))M for all v # VX. For any graph
X the set BX of bounded automorphisms forms a normal subgroup of
AutX (see [JWa, Lemma 5.9]). The structure of the geodetic fibers of a
graph whose bounded automorphisms act transitively on its vertex set is
studied in [NWa]. It turns out that such graphs contain no geodetic fibers
of finite type, at most finitely many geodetic fibers of countable type, and
uncountably many geodetic fibers of uncountable type, as in Example 2.2
above. The final result of this paper indicates from another point of view
how much the graphs considered in the present paper differ from those
graphs X where BX acts transitively on VX.
We need the following observation which is a special case of [JN,
Theorem 3.5(v)]. For completeness we include a short proof.
Lemma 5.6. Let X be a connected graph and let . # AutX induce only
infinite orbits on VX. If D and D$ are double rays in X such that .(D)=D
and .(D$)=D$, then dHsdf (D, D$)<.
Proof. Choose any vertices v and v$ on the double rays D and D$,
respectively, and let M :=d(v, .(v))+d(v$, .(v$))+d(v, v$). Given w # VD,
there exists k # Z with d(v, .k(w))d(v, .(v)). Now d(w, D$)=d(.k(x),
.k(D$))=d(.k(w), D$)d(.k(w), v)+d(v, v$)M. Therefore DNM(D$),
and by a symmetrical argument, D$NM(D).
Theorem 5.7. Every graph in G4, 5 _ G5, 4 contains exactly one bounded
automorphism, namely the identity.
Proof. Suppose X # G4, 5 . Since \*( f )5 for all f # FX, every shy
double ray satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 5.3(b). If D and D$ are
distinct shy double rays, then D & D$ is empty or is a path or a ray by
Theorem 4.1. In any case, each of D and D$ contains at least one subray
not contained in the other. By Theorem 5.3(b) these subrays are not equiv-
alent, yielding dHsdf (D, D$)=.
To show that BX reduces to the identity isomorphism, let ; # BX and
v # VX. By the proof Corollary 4.4, there exists a shy double ray D through v.
Since every bounded automorphism of X fixes all the fibers of X (cf. [N]),
Theorem 5.3(b) implies that ; maps every shy double ray onto itself. If all
vertex orbits of ; are finite, then clearly ;(v)=v, as, required. If all orbits
are infinite, we consider any vertex w in X&D and some shy double ray
D$ containing w. By the same argument, ;(D$)=D$. Hence dHsdf (D, D$)<
by Lemma 5.6, yielding a contradiction.
If BX is trivial, then clearly so is BX*, where X* is the planar dual
of X. Since X* # G5, 4 if and only if X # G4, 5 , the proof is complete. K
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Let T denote any tree all of whose vertices have valence at least 3.
Clearly all rays in T are geodetic and all fibers are geodetic fibers. Two rays
belong to the same fiber if and only if they intersect in a common subray.
Thus given x # VT, no two distinct rays emanating from x are equivalent.
As there are uncountably many rays emanating from x, so are there
uncountably many geodetic fibers in T. Each of these fibers is of finite
typein the extreme. There are no other fibers. Looking over the conclu-
sion of each result in Section 5 above, we observe that every one of them
is also true about T. In this sense, the geodetic fiber structure of ‘‘most’’
1-ended, 3-connected, planar graphs of exponential growth, specifically of
those in G4, 5 _ G5, 4 , is very similar to the fiber structure of a tree.
The geodetic fiber structure of the graph in G3, 5 of Example 2.3 is in fact
identical to that of a tree whose vertices are 3- or 4-valent.
On the other hand, none of the conclusions in Section 5 holds for the
4-valent, 4-covalent lattice of Example 2.2. It will be pointed out in the
sequel [NWa] to this paper that (planar or nonplanar) graphs upon which
a finitely generated abelian group acts with finitely many orbits have either
finitely or uncountably many geodetic fibers of which all but a finite number
are of uncountable type.
We have found the graphs in Ga, a* to be not only fun to work with, but
also to be a fertile ground for further results. Clearly Gru nbaum and
Shephard (cf. [Gru Sh]) felt the same way. This is perhaps due to the ease
with which they can be sketched and visualized. Rather than overload this
paper with proofs of results of lesser consequence, we offer several exercises
for the interested reader.
Exercise 1. Let X # G4, 4 . Generalize Corollary 4.4 by showing that
every geodetic path in X is contained in some geodetic ray.
Exercise 2. Determine under what conditions Corollary 5.5 cannot be
sharpened so that every geodetic fiber contains at most two disjoint
geodetic rays.
Exercise 3. Let X # G4, 4 and suppose that every vertex of X is either at
least 5-valent or is incident with a face that is at least 5-covalent. Then
which of the results in Section 5 are still valid?
Exercise 4. Characterize the geodetic fibers of countable type in G5, 2n
for n2; show that if all covalences are odd, then there are no geodetic
fibers of countable type.
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